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Junior partner: For Rocky, a rite of passage and a welcome from Betty Ford

Striking It Rich
t was the unlikeliest of poli~ical matches
-the plain heartland pr<fvincial from
Grand Rapids and the me~-rich, omnitalented aristocrat out of Manhattan,
Pocantico Hills, Seal Harbor and other
scattered fiefdoms. But Gerald Ford
called Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller to his
side last week as a 66-year-old junior
partner in the government of national
reconciliation he has begun building on
the ashes of the Nixon Presidency. And
this time Rocky came running, out of a
mix of bubbly public spirit and faded
private hope, to a job he had said he
would never take. He stood on-camera
with Ford in the Oval Office, eyes downcast and knees slightly aquiver, and in a
modest rite of passage indentured himself to at least two and possibly six
years as Vice President of the U.S.
The nomination was simply and gracefully done, the President introducing
Rocky as "a good partner for me ... our
country and the world," Rocky in tum
pledging humbly to serve Ford any way
he can. But the understatement of the
ceremony masked a profound further
shift in the face of American government,
and American politics as well. The nomination gave Ford a manifestly well-qualified heir-designate-a man apprenticed
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through fifteen years as governor of New
York and a varied lifetime of public service (page 18). It brought Ford's homespun Presidency a dash of glamour, a
dollop of high style and a direct line to
the Rockefeller lode of cash, connections and brainpower. It seasoned the
President's Middle American conservatism with a sou~on of Eastern Establishment moderation. And it dramatically
broadened Ford's political base-not only
for his labors of renewal now, but for a
run for President in his own right in 1976.
The Vice Presidential choice remained
to be sealed: it requires confirmation by
both houses of Congress, and the process
could run on for two months or more
while investigators poke through Rocky's
eight-figure personal fortune (page 21).
Nor was it certain that Rockefeller, once
in place, could in fact subordinate his
top-banana breeding to the service of
the chief. But no one in Washington
doubted that he will have the chance
to try. A bare few voices on the Democratic left and the Republican right protested Ford's choice, Barry Goldwater's
most resonant among them. The far more
general response was applause for Rocky,
reflected credit for Ford, and confident
predictions all around that the Hill would

clear the new Veep with due deliberation and speed. "Cod," exclaimed one
Senate GOP insider in the afterglow, "it's
too good to be true. We're so used to
dealing with an Administration that did
everything wrong that it's hard to believe
we've got one that does anything right."
Ford's prestidigitating could not solve
the gravest single danger confronting his
Administration-a mix of inflation, stagnation and an ominous stock-market
slide that drove the Dow-Jones industrial
average below 700 for tlle first time in
four years (page 53). But the President
could buy time and support with his
politics of reunion, and he pursued it
everywhere his movable Presidency led
him last week. He went before a stunned
assembly of Veterans of Foreign Wars in
Chicago and came out for conditional
amnesty for 50,000 Vietnam-era deserters and draft evaders (page 16) . He
popped in on the House and Senate one
afternoon, announcing in floor speeches
that he had come "to officially inaugurate
Pennsylvania Avenue as a two-way
street" once again. He met one day with
the Congressional Black Caucus, another
with thirteen women members of the
House. He lobbied legislators, materialized at HEW for a bill-signing, laid on
his first press conference for this week
and squeezed in a sunrise physical exam
whose sole adverse finding was that he
ought to diet off 6 of his 201 pounds.
And almost in passing, Ford announced through his press secretary that
he will "probably" run for a full term
two years hence. The word was dropped
in the full flush of a honeymoon that
nobody-least of all a politician as seasoned as Ford-believes can last forever.
But Nixon's resignation and Ford's surprisingly surefooted beginnings have in
fact radically altered the American political calculus. Republican strategists
have begun dreaming of holding their
off-year Congressional losses to a mini-
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Happy (left) unhappy at the news?

With the Black Caucus: An 'absolutely fantastically good meeting'

mum (page 17). And Democrats have
gone suddenly glum about their own
Presidential prospects. The first days of
Jerry Ford have been an uncontested hit
-"I don't think he's missed a beat," said
his putative rival, Sen. Edward Kennedy-and the Washington consensus was
that his choice of Rocky was the making
of a formidable GOP ticket for '76.
'IT WAS ROCKY ALL THE TIME'

Ford's search for a Veep, as his people
retold it later, was a good deal less
complicated than he made it look. Ford
began the quest, for one thing, with a
set of criteria tailor-made for Rockefeller. He insisted first on someone adequate to the Presidency, "if," as one
intimate put it, "something should happen to Air Force One." He wanted a
symbol of national unity, even at the cost
of offending the conservatives in his own
party. He sought virtues complementary
to his own-a man knowledgeable, as he
is not, in administration, urban problems,
corporate enterprise and above all foreign affairs. He wanted somebody from
outside Congress, to avoid giving his
Presidency too clubby a look. And he
needed somebody skilled and seasoned
at politics to run with in 1976. His tilt,
given these specifications, was evident
from the first; it was, said a staffer in
hindsight, "Rocky all the time."
Still, the nomination had to be sold;
Ford was willing to risk hard feelings
among the conservatives but not open
war with them, and he had to sound the
depths of the anti-Rockefeller animus
left over from his kamikaze war with
Goldwater in 1964. The President's old
chum Melvin Laird sent up a trial balloon for Rocky early on, with Ford's
knowledge though not at his direction.
The signal set the conservatives scuttling for a man of their own; they settled on GOP National Chairman George
Bush, and an effective boiler-room blitz
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With the congresswomen: A honeymoon embrace for equal rights
in his behalf got quickly under way.
But some of Ford's oldest and closest
comrades in the party leadership lobbied effectively for Rockefeller-notably Senate Minority Leader Hugh Scott
and Minority Whip Robert Griffin-and
so did Rocky's old protege Henry Kissinger. And Ford's own canvass of 300
Republican senators, congressmen, governors and party apparatchiks persuaded
him that the op:rsition was thin. Bush,
to be sure, le the straw poll, with
only Rockefeller's sometime brother
governors returning a first-choice vote
for him. But Bush's 4-to-3 margin over
the governor was far narrower than
Ford's people had expected, and Rocky
ran well-"astonishingly" well, one insider said-in the House, the Senate and

the South. Bush, moreover, was hurt by
reports of irregularities in the financing
of his 1970 Senate campaign in Texas
(NEWSWEEK, Aug. 26). Goldwater finished a distant third, followed closely by
Ronald .Reagan and by Laird and Elliot
Richardson in a filth-place tie; the rest
of the field was strung out far behind.
Ford and his people had also to quiet
their own misgivings about whether
Rocky and his thousand-watt incandescence might cast the President himself
into shadow. But Ford is at bottom a
confident man, and his sense of his own
size was gently reinforced by one of
the counselors he trusts most. The adviser held up the example of Lyndon
Johnson, who dominated the Senate
when John Kennedy was a backbencher
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